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EXT. RUN DOWN MOTEL - NIGHT

An empty parking lot. Diesel trucks blow swirls of dust 
across the front of the building. A sign on the road by the 
entrance reads “ALL ROOMS $49. FREE HBO”. A car pulls in.

INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

A grubby room consisting of a double bed with a stained 
mattress. A TV is showing “Wheel of Fortune”. ALICE, 17, 
undernourished and overly made up sits watching the TV whilst 
chewing gum. CARL enters. He’s in his fifties and has the 
look of a salesman who’s been on the road for a few days 
without sleep. 

CARL
Had to go across town to find an 
ATM. It was in a gas station. Only 
let me take out $200. How much did 
you say it was?

ALICE
It’s $250.

CARL
(Used to getting what he 
wants, but also nervous)

I got $200.

ALICE
Then you don’t get the full hour.

CARL
How long have I been gone?

ALICE
‘bout thirty minutes.

CARL
Does that count?

ALICE
What you mean?

CARL
Well if you’re not giving me the 
full hour and you’ve already been 
here thirty minutes then how long 
do I have left?

ALICE
Forty five minutes. I ain’t gonna 
charge you for the time you was 
away. We weren’t doin’ nuthin’ and 
‘sides I got to watch TV.



Carl sits on the bed next to Alice. He looks at her. She 
watches TV.

CARL
What’s your name?

ALICE
Buckwild.

CARL
Is that your real name?

Alice blows a bubble with her gum then gets up and turns off 
the TV. She sits back down.

ALICE
You married?

CARL
You shouldn’t ask me that. It 
spoils the mood and I won’t be able 
to... you know. How old are you?

ALICE
Twenty-one.

CARL
Really?

ALICE
You a cop?

CARL
Nope.

ALICE
Well good then. Why don’t you go on 
back to the bathroom and take a 
shower. I’ll be waitin’ for you 
when you get out.

Carl gets up and walks into the bathroom.

CARL
Okay. Okay good.

He closes the door and Alice strips to her underwear and gets 
into bed.

CARL (O.C.) (CONT’D)
You’re doing fine. Just remember to 
do it just like that every time and 
you’ll do great. And remember, no 
telling mom - she’d never 
understand. Our secret okay, honey?

Alice gazes at the ceiling and blows another bubble.
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